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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. ENCOURAGING THE EFFECTIVE AND SAFE TRAINING OF LASIK SURGEONS

2. ENCOURAGING THE REPORTING OF ADVERSE OUTCOMES BY THE INDUSTRY

3. COMMISSIONING AN INDEPENDENT STUDY OF LASIK PATIENT SATISFACTION

4. REPORTING ON ITS FINDINGS AND MAKING ITS DATA AVAILABLE ON A TIMELY BASIS
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Mr. Campbell took his own life.

He could no longer bare to live with his results of LASIK surgery.
In his suicide note, he warns:

“DO NOT HAVE LASIK SURGERY!”

“Tell the Media!!!”
Mr. Campbell states that the surgeon who performed his surgery is to blame for his ultimate suicide.

NOTES
To blame for this:
Set Kin Eye Surgery
Watson (or never giving me the opportunity to lead.
Failing family life!)
Eye surgery has taken my life out of me.
The pain - distorted vision coming dry eyes.
Is not bearable!!!
Thanks to all who were there: Family/Bobby Rollins
Mary
Good luck, Bob, Sciarra, + Dave Hauftal
Inlaws, friends especially Members of
Umpires
Please split all liabilities with family + Mary.
God please accept my soul. - Mr. Campbell
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